
 
 

 

Delivering the Connected Enterprise
Workforce Enablement Customer Engagement

Asset Management Network Infrastructure

OLD IT PARADIGMS DON’T WORK ANYMORE. Cloud-based applications are fundamentally changing the 
way small, medium and large enterprises work. With 76% of Canadian workers saying collaboration drives 
productivity and 33% saying they would sacrifice salary to work remotely*, – being able to support mobility is 
essential. IT leaders must show how they are enabling the workforce to take advantage of collaboration tools.

Stop struggling to make small incremental improvements. Microsoft Office 365 delivered by Rogers will 
help you improve workforce productivity and satisfaction, as well as reduce the complexity and costs of 
upgrading and management.

■ With a cloud-based business 
model, getting data, voice and 
content reliably to PCs, tablets 
and smartphones is critical. 
A robust high-speed wireless 
network with optimized devices 
is core to enabling the user 
experience of Office 365.

■ Rogers LTE is Canada’s Fastest 
LTE Network** and has a 
direct network connection to 
the Microsoft Cloud. The new 
cloud-to-mobile edge model 
makes this wireless network 
advantage a key differentiator.

■ Rogers managed mobility 
services can be applied to help 
control costs and regulate 
security over a portfolio of 
certified devices.
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Modernize your application suite
Rogers offers enterprise-grade voice and collaboration

ROgERS IS uNIquELy POSITIONED TO MANAgE AND OPTIMIzE 
EVERy TOuChPOINT. 



Contact your  
Rogers account  
representative todayrepresentative today

■ As a Rogers customer, you take 
advantage of putting your Office 
365 charges on your monthly 
wireless bill, which means reduced 
administration, improved license 
management and fewer bills overall. 

■ Take advantage of “pay as you go” 
monthly billing and optimize the 
number of Office 365 licenses each 
month. Other ways to buy require 
you to pay for all your licenses 
up front for the entire year. With 
Rogers if you add or reduce users 
during the year, you only pay for 
the licenses you require.

■ Office 365 can be deployed in 
stages, so you can solve your 
most pressing pain points first and 
add other applications as needed.

■ Rogers will help you build a 
migration plan and work with 
your team every step of the way.

■ Professional Services will make 
sure migration from your existing 
environment to Office 365 is  
done right.

■ From pre-migration assessment 
and planning, to migration 
services and administrator 
training, Rogers provides a full 
service solution partnership.  

■ Our award-winning Rogers Business 
Care team and technical advisors 
are available 24/7. Whether you 
need to make changes to your 
service or have a billing enquiry, 
we’re just a phone call away.

Workforce Enablement Customer Engagement

Asset Management Network Infrastructure

Learn how easy implementing 
Office 365 can be. rogers.com/connectedenterprise

Delivering the Connected Enterprise

Financial Flexibility Deployment Flexibility End-to-End Support

Rogers delivers the anytime, anywhere experience customers demand.

BENEFITS OF A ROgERS O365 IMPLEMENTATION:

WITh CLOuD-TO-MOBILE-EDgE APPLICATIONS, TRuST IN ROgERS FOR yOuR 
CORE ENTERPRISE NEEDS. 

■ Through partnerships with Microsoft, SAP and Salesforce, 
Rogers delivers critical business applications. We have 
Canada’s Fastest LTE Network**, an award-winning 
technical support team, a leading mobile device line-up 
and managed services to meet your most sensitive 
business needs.

■ Our highly skilled teams understand your mobility 
needs and provide robust and reliable business 
applications. We take the lead and ensure there is 
one single point of contact.

* Rogers’ “Connected Workplace” Report: harris Decima 2013, Representing a proportional cross-section of the views of employed Canadians 18 and older in French and English.
** Based on tests comparing download speeds on the Rogers LTE network vs. Bell and Telus’ LTE networks within Rogers LTE coverage area. LTE device, LTE SIM required. Actual 

experienced speeds may vary based on device, topography and environmental conditions, network congestion and other factors. Rogers LTE network available in select Canadian 
cities. Visit Rogers.com/LTE for coverage. ©2014 Rogers Communications.


